96 jeep grand cherokee battery

There are other situations as well. There are also specific battery post cleaners that you can
buy. They are usually less than 10 bucks at the local parts store or Wal-Mart. You can take it up
to the local parts store and have it tested. Most parts stores can test an alternator for you. If it is
you should see the battery or alternator light on, it indicates that the alternator is not creating
the necessary voltage to charge the battery. It could be a bad battery, or more likely a bad
battery cable too. Good luck running down what is causing your battery to drain in your Jeep
Cherokee. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below.
If this is the case, the first thing that you are going to want to look at is all of the lights. If your
Cherokee is equipped with a glove compartment light, check and see if it is turning off. Maybe
one of the map lights is on? How about all of the accessory plugs? Is something plugged into
one of them and drawing power? Any aftermarket accessories? If not, it may be that there is an
electrical problem. If I do not drive my Jeep every day the battery drains and has to be
recharged. In the process of changing the alternator and would like to know if anyone else has
had this problem and if there is a fix for it before I invest a lot of money into it. Calen answered
10 years ago. You have a electrical draw on the battery. Like a stereo or alarm could be a bad
battery to with only a surface charge. Matt answered 9 years ago. Check all your wires for
corrosion or proper connection to battery and alternator. Have battery and alternator tested.
Yes, in some cases new batteries could have premature failure to cells Also check for
accessories that may still be drawing power after the ignition key is removed. Glove box light,
interior lights, stereo, amp, etc I had this very same problem, if your battery and alternator tests
fine ensure there is no corrosion on the connections to the starter. Mike answered 9 years ago. I
have had the same problem with my previous battery however this was on a grand cherokee.
There was a constant draw from it because of the poor charge maintained while running due to
alternator problems. If you change your battery and it happens again check your wiring through
to your grounds and get your alt checked at a local parts store. Hope this helps. Randy
answered 9 years ago. If you find small current draws, like your alarm system, stereo, etc are
putting constant drain on battery, use a solar charger plugged into the lighter socket assuming
you park outside Otherwise wire up a trickle charger if in your garage, keep it plugged in.
Normally you should be able to go several days between starting and the battery should stay
up. I am having the same problem. But it does it again. My remote no longer works either. Is
there no way to unhook the security system? Kevin answered 6 years ago. Have the same
problem draining my battery. I have a after market radio in which i think is killing the battery.
Also have interior light problems. Have disconnected inside lights before but battery was
messed up by then. Brought new battery but seems to keep draining aloso. Hello, I know this is
an old forum, but i need to comment. So I started plugging things back together and found the
latch switch for the glass window was the culprit. I will crack another beer and maybe i will
attempt on of my other many tasks. I also read on a Jeep Forum that the is known for the under
hood light to stay on after the key is turned off and will drain the battery. Have Jeep Liberty.
Battery died, was charged Battery died again, replaced Only 12, miles on jeep. In this cold in
Michigan, if not driven for a day or 2 it dies. Multifunction light came on a few days before it died
however the manual said that means that gas cap is not on right or bad gas. Never did it say it
pertained to battery. Dealership said that the light was because of the battery. Jonathan
answered 5 years ago. You guys need to listen to aidman78 he is correct on how to keep the
battery from draining. Iv spent countless hours researching the battery drain issue and found
the culprit is exactly as aidman78 states. I will post pictures for some of you that just want to
remove the sensor. Its also not that difficult to replace in case you want to find one at the junk
yard will post pictures later k. Jonathan if you have pictures that would be great. It would help
me alot. I would like to let everyone know 1 thing I found out. The rear wiper and tow were
running mind down once before. I got a new wiper motor and have not had any problems for
over a year but after the cold winter my battery has not wanted to stay charged. I can run it one
day and in a day or 2 it is dead. We are going to try taking out the fuse again and see if that is
the problem. Any other suggestion please feel free to let me know. This may help someone my
next door neighbor has a jeep grand cherokee and his battery would drain after about 3 days of
sitting and the alarm would go off. He ask me to take a look at it for him and i found out that his
cigarette lighter was the culpit. Did not have a voltage tester to test voltage but here is a simple
and easy way i found to check to see if voltage draw is fixed. First make sure battery is fully
charged install battery and connect negative terminal to negative post on battery then slightly
drag positive terminal over positive post on battery if you get a spark and ark you still have a
voltage drain but if you found whats causing the drain like when i removed his cigarette lighter
and did not get a spark and ark then you know you have found the problem. I hope this helps
someone. Mommaspc answered 5 years ago. Sorry Mommaspc for not getting back right away
with pictures I will post some this Thursday. Iv been so busy everyone with all the work I have

had to do to my truck these last couple of weeks you all will probably laugh. So far I have
changed parts in the steering wheel because I had the death wobble. I changed the shocks in
the rear because it was causing me to bounce into other lanes not fun. I changed the water
pump it was leaking not fun. I changed the spark plugs multiple times because of misfires and
idle issues , i also forgot to mention its a 97 jeep grand Cherokee Laredo v8. I found out the
main reason its was misfiring was because of the cables being mixed up for instance 5 was in 7
and 7 in 5. I found that for my particular model its rated at 40 gap for the spark but up it to 45
and has helped with idle. I also replaced the idle control valve so far it idle pretty good about
rpm in park but will update when i replace the throttle valve and ignition coil. I cleaned the
terminals connected to the alternator and it increased my volts. I replaced my steering stabilizer
to help with making turns. I emptied my ac canister with a pump and refilled with ra and now my
ac in my car feels refrigerator cool, keep in mind it was like the other day too hot. I replaced my
catalytic converter and muffler twice, the first time they were old and they both needed
replacing. The second time i ran SEAFOAM in the gas and the stuff from the engine ran down
the exaust and got caught in the cat where it looks kinda like a honey comb design long story
short the air was restricted because the holes got filled up and the pressure that the engine was
pushing caused the comb to tear apart and shoot pieces in my muffler, i wish i had pictures for
that but i was too pissed that day and just wanted to replace them both. I had the power drain
from the battery that was caused by the alarm not turning off because of the rear hatch switch
being bad. I still have to replace the passenger locking mechanism because it doesn't lock with
the power switch. Theres more iv done and will update when possible and please keep in mind
most of the stuff had warranties and me and my brother has done all the work ourselves so
once im finished I will probably have spent to Timothy answered 5 years ago. Jeepmad
answered 5 years ago. Are you using the key fob to lock the jeep if you do you are arming the
security system on the jeep this will use loads of power and flat the battery in less than 2 days.
Nathan answered 5 years ago. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited with just over , Bought
this car with just over 35, in It's been a great reliable car and always got me from point a to b
without a problem. This is the first problem I have really had with my jeep. The battery would
drain if it sat for more than a couple of days. I started out with the most obvious problem, the
battery was 11 years old, so I had it replaced and my alternator tested. The problem came back.
It spent a week at the jeep dealership and they couldn't find the problem they unplugged just
about everything there is to unplug. So I took it to my wife's friends husband who works on
electrical stuff in cars and it only took him a few hours and he had the problem solved. It was
the rear windshield wiper motor that was draining my battery! Hope this helps! Is your rear
wiper working? You also smell a circuit board burning oder inside jeep. You are getting a
voltage draw at the motor circuit board.. Quick test - with the battery charged the black plastic
box on rear wiper motor will be hot.. Battery will be flat next day if you don't unplug rear wiper
motor. FIX replace wiper motor, or just leave unplugged. Denis M. Just had my first problem
with something draining my battery, any updates on jeep Grand Cherokee. Astraman answered
5 years ago. I have a Jeep GCL with the same draining problem, only it seems to drain right
away. It tested out good battery and charging system so I plan to take some of this advice and
hook a voltage tester between the battery cable and the battery to measure the draw and watch
the tester while pulling fuses. Hopefully one fues will eliminate the voltage draw on the meter.
Bonnie answered 5 years ago. Remove the ignition off draw fuse in the fusebox under the
hood,,,problem solved! Patricio answered 5 years ago. If your battery drain is stopped by
removing the 50 amp fuse in the distribution panel, there are a number of things that can cause
the drain. The module is fed by the 50 amp fuse but the drain actually came from the tan wires
to both doors. Both door modules are tied to the Body Control Module and replacement of the
module solved the battery drain. The module is pricey but we used a module from a parts car.
Patricio answered 4 years ago. Thank you workgoats, where is that module located? Can you
describe it or post a picture of it? Thank you in advance. I only have experience here with a 96
and 97 ZJ. Some of the other years may be in a different location. It is behind the lower dash,
under the steering column. You cannot see the module from passenger compartment unless
you are laying on your back in the floorboard. Four screws hold it in place and there are three
plugs in the module, one from under and two from the firewall side. I'm a fairly large person so I
removed the driver's seat so I could lay in the floor and get access. I will post some pics but I
won't have time to do that today. The module I used was from a The one I used was 19 years old
and is probably defective too. Both sets of wires pull about the same amount of current. I read
that the 96 module will not work in any other years but the 97 will work in the There are a
number of these module on EBay but I fear buying used modules because, just like my parts
car, they may not work either. Thank you workgoats, I plan to dig for it this weekend, because I
have to remove the seat for the same reason. I'll update you as soon as I do it. Have a good one!

Don answered 4 years ago. Been in the shop 5 times for the same thing. Go out after it sits for
the weekend and the car won't start and the key gets stuck in the ignition. Just got the Jeep
back yesterday after having it in the dealers shop for a week. I was instructed that we don't
drive the car enough! The computer uses a little power all the time to hold the memory. After a
few days it drains the battery just enough that it won;t start. This is BS. It's brand new with 3,
miles on it in one year. I bought a gas powered car, not a hybrid. Any thoughts? I'm ready to
take it back. It's obviously not working properly. Lazerous20 answered 4 years ago. I have a
Jeep grand Cherokee limited ,I also have an automatic starter installed for at least ,10 years
from a separate company,the battery starts with a jump but when I shut it down ,it will not start
again without a jump ,and now my alarm key pad is broken and they told me it will take two
weeks to order another ,do you think the automatic starter is causing the problem or bad battery
or alternator. Gleda answered 4 years ago. We had to wait for someone to die in our town before
they put in a traffic light that we had asked for for over 20 years guess what after the lady died
they put in a light. Why wait for something bad to happen they need to fix their flaws. My uncle
told be not to get a jeep but I always wanted one so when he said they were crap I didn't listen
and he was a army mechanic I should of listened this is so irritating and exspensive and they
won't return my calls. Yes I'm mad I can't afford another vehicle to pay for again at this time and
who knows it may be a lemon too!!! Guess I vented enough I'm not a mechanic and my uncle
passed away so he can't help but I'm sure he wish he was here to help or tell me I told you I
wish he was here regardless. I hope you all get your keeps fixed And you should write to the
Jeep Management and give them a word or two. Got a 98 cherokee laredo, stumbled upon this
thread. Jeep told him if it is started every day there may not be any issues, the 4 days that the
jeep was not started it was incredibly cold here, we had ice storms etc. Boosrabbit answered 4
years ago. Found one issue with my was that the battery itself was too TALL!! It was causing it
to drain because both posts were coming into contact with hood. Changed to a shorter battery
and it worked fine for several days. Believe alarm is draining battery cause the little red light on
top of the dash that shows the alarm is armed, blinks fast when battery is up, as charge drops it
blinks slower. Have tried the manual lock instead of key fob but interior lights on doors won't go
off Ralph answered 3 years ago. I had the same problem. Finally solved it this weekend. Turned
out to be a constant drain from the security system. To locate the problem, I removed half the
fuses, problem went away, so I knew the problem was coming from one or more of the fuses
that I removed. Then I replaced half the fuses that I initially removed. I continued to "half split"
the problem until I had a single fuse remaining. Instead of repairing the problem, I decided not
to replace the security lamp fuse 1. I don't need the security system on a Cherokee. If it had
been a critical system, I would have traced that particular fuse back to the battery. Good luck!
My JGC Larado is a 2x drive. I have replaced the battery, alternator 2x last year. I have turned off
all the automatic items, manual lock door, turn off radio, ac, and lights. My truck has only K
miles and sits in the car port. After 2 days not running the battery will be drained. I have been
told the BCM is no longer manufactured according to the Jeep dealer. Is there a way to get the
BCM now? Guru9RF3J answered 3 years ago. I have the same problem. I took the negative
terminal off the battery and attached a battery charger to the positive on the battery and the
negative battery clamp not the battery so the battery charger was supplying power to the
vehicle. At rest the car was drawing 4amps. I pulled the fuses out in turn and the power draw
dropped to zero when I pulled out No. That is the rear wiper and the flipper window solenoid
amongst other bits and bobs. I will have a play with those one of these days. Wayne answered 3
years ago. My 98 Jeep Grand Cherokee the power to the windows is staying on even after the
doors are opening it started after the passenger side got flooded after hurricane Imma it drains
the battery in hours now. John answered 3 years ago. After dealing with parasitic battery drain
for my mother in law's Grand Cherokee that mechanically is in good shape with only 80, miles, I
took matters into my own hands. Mechanic friends said put a battery cut off switch on it. Hard to
get 84 year old to pop hood and turn the battery on. After watching several videos on parasitic
battery drain, I located a 50 AMP circuit to the lights and dash panel that had a significant drain
to kill the battery in several days. I put a 35 amp Toggle switch with a 50 amp box fuse in the
circuit to the fuse box beside the battery. I ran 10 gauge wire between the switch and the fuse
panel. If car is parked for more than a day flip the toggle switch. Problem solved. Jeep runs fine
with switch off you just have no dash and no lights. Azago answered 3 years ago. The only
thing I was worried about was the computer having issues with being turned on and off each
time. Gerald answered 3 years ago. It is located in the front passengers side door that is part of
the window and door lock switch assembly. It wasn't easy to find. I did a fuse-pull diagnosis
from youtube , then continuity tests from the 7 fuse socket to the wire pins. The only way to do
this is remove the fuse block from under the dash, which isn't too hard to do. Alternator is
putting out. The Jeep won't start most mornings It turns out her radio won't go off with the

ignition switch. This hasn't been a problem in the past since she always turns it off when she
gets out. Frequently she uses her cell phone n AUX for music, but no associated problems.
While charging her battery I went through a list of possible problems, including many on the
internet. What I eventually found was her tiny little CD icon was lit on the radio faceplate even
when the radio was switched to off. A friend of hers had given her a George Winston CD, which
she loved. She has been platying it constantly. Because I knew that she did not normally use
her CD I did some investigating. Whenever a CD disc is inserted into the radio the motor comes
on and the disc spins. This was happening even though the CD itself was not being played. As
each parking period went by some of the battery's reserve power was being drained. Both are
now scheduled for removal and replacement. She is careful to eject and remove any CDs before
exiting the vehicle. Failure to completely remove the CD disc from the player can result in the
player re-inserting and spinning the disc. Jim answered 2 years ago. Cmon Jeep about time you
got this sorted out, wont be buying another jeep LynnRu answered 2 years ago. I had no air
conditioning and no power windows for 3 days, but the jeep started. Husband Replaced the
battery and connectors less than a year ago. Mechanic said the drivers side door panel had to
be taken off and there was a wire running from the left door to the air conditioning module and
that they replaced that wire. When my husband to the check with his computer, it wasn't
showing any signs of any blown fuses or wire issues. The AC and power windows were fine
after that. Husband just replaced the connectors again friday on the battery. Drove the truck for
three days and it sat from Saturday until this morning monday when I came to work. I just ran
out to do some errands and the truck didn't want to turn over. So confusing and very frustrated
to say the least. Love my Jeep, but am getting tired of dumping money into a 16 year SUV that is
becoming the money pit for sure. Any suggestions? Black answered about a year ago. I have 2
99 jeep grand cherokee limiteds. Same vehicle just different colors. I have draw issues on
BOTH.. So this has to be a Jeep issue. I took one to the shop and they found nothing after
checking it for 1. But I get it home and let it sit for 3 days and its dead. I'm tired of buying
batteries. I wrote here earlier on this thread 4 yrs ago that battery dies after being parked 3 days.
I noticed rear wiper won't shut off even with key out so I don't use it. Dealership didn't find a
problem though. Tired of charging, tired of buying batteries. Tired of dealership telling me I
must drive 50 miles every day. I only put on less then miles a yr. That if I bring it in one more
time they will charge me. Hassle in winter for me at my age. Suppose to be my last car. It is a
Jeep problem for sure. I had contacted Jeep but they were useless. I will contact Jeep again. We
all should. Others have wrote similar what I wrote here about the back wiper and length of
driving time. I finally got it turned off, but it would come back on in the middle of the night. LOL I
finally took out the fuse thinking that was my issue. It wasn't. Thats when I took her into the
shop. I'm also older as well as disabled so its really a pain. But NOT 3 days. Here is their
response. Thank you for contacting Jeep Customer Care; I can understand the disappointment
you must feel, given that you have had to take your Jeep Liberty to the dealership many times
for problems with the battery. I would like to assure you that I will do everything I can to help.
Being a vehicle owner myself I realize that vehicle repairs can't be predicted and as such, they
are very disappointing. When customers take their vehicles to an authorized dealership, contact
us here at customer care or contact the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA ,
this data is collected and reviewed. On the other hand, if our customers decide to take their
vehicles to an independent repair facility or post their problems online; this data is not collected
and delays the possibility of a recall. This is why I sincerely appreciate the time you have taken
to contact us. That being said, are you currently experiencing the same issues with the battery
again? When did you last have your car at an authorized dealership for this issue? Thank you
again for your email. Have a great day. Best wishes, Jacob Jeep Customer Assistance. Forrest
answered about a year ago. I have a Grand Cherokee limited, I found the current draw was from
fuse 7 inside the vehicle, when pulling out the fuse I can hear a relay clicking, de-energizing, I
put a toggle switch with a 20amp fuse in series and turn the switch off when exiting the vehicle,
I first open the door hit the door lock button then turn the switch off and shut the door, I no
longer have a dead battery after a couple of days, however I have to use the key to unlock the
vehicle to enter the vehicle because it disables the remote unlock and interior lights, the fuse
says it is for cluster which effects all dash instruments, I just flip the switch after I start the
vehicle. Key off but still have current drain on battery? I will look at the circuits one by one and
do what the others have done to try to clear the drain! Going to pull the switches in dash and
see if a wire is loose or rubbing to ground? Referring to switches that operate Fog lights and
rear wipers too! Got to wondering about the defrost circuit for the rear window too! Lot of time
consumed doing these checks! Michael answered 10 months ago. I have owned a 95 Cherokee
sport for 20 years now- I had the security system removed by an auto electrician about 15 years
ago- Been a very reliable vehicle although why they put a trans cooler in the HOT side of the

radiator I will never know! That was rectified years ago by me- a couple of NSS
switches,extractor exhaust,and a couple of TPS units a couple of water pumps thats it! Not too
bad for near , klms? I figure was the last xj built to follow function! Now Jeeps are just over
technical pose machines! Not trying to be rude , but I believe they lost the plot- fucked up later
XJs - then continued to make disaster after disaster! Guru99HX9J answered 4 months ago. I
have a Jeep Cherokee I change the alternator and the battery and If I went a couple of days
without starting the Jeep then the battery drains can someone help. Dean answered 4 months
ago. I pulled my instrument cluster gauges panel and disconnected the plug. Sprayed electrical
cleaner on the pins and cavities and plugged it back together. It worked. Amp Draw down to 0.
Rose answered about a month ago. I have a jeep Cherokee and have been having problems with
drain battery I bought a new battery 4 months ago and my battery died again Checked alternator
is fine need some help any one having this kind of problem my jeep has less than 30, miles.
Jason answered about a month ago. I also have a Jeep Grand Cherokee , two new batteries in
two months took it to the shop and they told me it was an alternator and my auxiliary battery
needs to be changed. Have a Jeep grand cherokee. In the process of changing the alternator
and would like to know if anyone else has had this problem and if there is a My Jeep Grand
Cherokee has been checked out very in depth. Still cannot pin point the problem after hours of
maintenance checks. My mechanic thought that it may have been the gps draining the batter My
Jeep drains the new battery after a few days. There is a large sparks when I touch the battery
cable to the battery pos or neg. I heard a clunk at the same time then noticed the rad fan tries I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Battery drains when jeep is not started for
a few days and have to recharge battery. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Grand Cherokee
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Thank you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of December 1, ,
the forums are in read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and advice you have
provided to one another over the years. It seems no one has solved this puzzle yet, but I'll give
it a shot of my own. Any thoughts will be greatly appreciated. And the alternator checked out all
right. Any ideas? I would check to see if any "recalls" have been made on that model to include
1yr. If you can, remove the gauge panel and inspect it, its not unknown to have flaked flat wires
peel away or burnt. To include the electronics, etc. They didn't know either! I was giving up!
Thanks whomever you are for that answer. Simple and sweet and my headache is gone now and
i still have a little money in the bank! Similar thing happened to me this morning Nothing
happened Once inside, the interior door unlock switch didn't work Read in the blogs about
possible resolutions. Went with the simplist first. Disconnected the negative battery cable for 30
seconds and then reconnected. All problems fixed. At least in this case, it appears that the
electrical problems were related to the PCI Bus. Disconnecting and reconnecting the battery
seemed to act like rebooting a home computer If anyone is having similar problems, I suggest
trying this super simple fix first before doing complicated testing or parts replacements.
Hopefully diconnecting the cable will fix your problem but I found it to be a temporary fix for me.
I have been fighting this problem for almost 2 years. You kinda learn to live with it. The car runs
and I know how to work around the problems. V at bus drops to a normal v, replaced alt and
same thing. We couldn't believe it. We disconnected the negative terminal form the battery for
about 2 minutes reconnected and everything works fine, so far. Will let you know if we have a
recurrence like "frabuk" below. By the way the post below by "carsqwerty" is consistent with
whatweI saw on some tightly bound wiring as we were working to solve this problem. If this
recurs we'll be taking his recommendations next and separating the wires in some of the
wire-bundle locations. I wish it was that simple for my GC. I finally removed the ASD then re-set
it. Next I stood on one foot the left one , held my right hand over my head with my left index
finger up my nose and pissed into the wind. That didn't work either. Door control panel inop
Also, interior lights stay on all the time, unless manually clicked off with steer col. As sugg'd by
others, I disconctd battery for a time Any advice?? In my GC V-8, identical symptoms lead to
broken ground wire in door harness between the door and the body. Problems were intermittent
for a year, then failed completely, leading me to dig into it. Symptoms all pointed to something
common with all control functions on the drivers door. Broken wire was obvious. Grabbed the
rubber protective sleeve and work it loose at the door - it fits over a plate in the connector and
can just be lifted with a blunt tool and pulled back. Fix was simple - strip back both sides of
broken wire, made a jumper out of three inches of identical wire, crimped a butt connector on

both ends - made a loop in the jumper for flexibility, two crimps later I was back in business.
Wish I'd done it a year ago. Of course.. When I got home i looked for the trouble in the likeliest
place Pulled back the flex boot with a little effort and saw a previous repair connection on the
heavy bue wire! I "Soldered" these wires back! Soldered a wire to both ends and taped
everything up. I hope that my experience with this helps someone else having this kind of
trouble. Hi, I've just had the same problem with my GC Limited model, I took the door trim panel
off, then checked wiring back to harness that passes through the door to body to fuse box, I
checked all of the fuses they were fine. I thought this was a result as I was looking to be paying
mega bucks for this. Just as a matter of course, I took the bulb out of the door panel that lights
up when you open the door, please bear in mind my vehicle is RHD as I live in the U. Hope this
helps. All others, not operational. Disconnected the negative terminal and removed some minor
corrosion, then secured back in place. All windows now work as expected once again I had
similar systems to those described here in my Grand Cherokee. It turns out that there was a bad
connection at the negative battery terminal. After cleaning both the positive and negative
terminals and cable ends, everything worked perfectly! My guess is that the success others are
seeings after disconnecting the battery may have as much to do with re-establishing a good
connection as some possible reset of the system. Lesson learned like every automotive manual
says - always check the battery first. When in doubt, put a new battery in. I had a similar
problem after trying to jump start my Jeep GC. The windows stopped working, the temperature
gauge showed --, the interior lights did not come on, the horn did not sound when the remote
was pressed to lock the car. I went to Advantage Auto Parts to determine the fuses for the
windows and they were all good. I started searching the internet and found this forum using
body control module, which was not the problem. After reading several post, which had the
same problems as mine, I decided to try disconnecting my battery to re-boot the on-board
computers. I disconnected my battery, cleaned the terminals, which had a little corrosion,
reconnected the battery and everything started working again, the windows, lights, horn
working when using remote, the check engine light does not stay on. Who would have thought
that just re-booting the computers would solve the problem. And I have been involved with
computers for over 20 years. How long did you leave it disconnected? Or does that even
matter? I have a Grand Cherokee 4. Somtimes just just driving normal at a steady speed it will
start shaking. Now here is the weird stuff, if you shut off the ignition and turn it back on if will
run fine. Also the head lights will come, blink the go off with nobody in the jeep. The car will go
on the highway for hours and be fine. I have the very same problems. If anyone can help please
do. I have replaced the fuel pump, and this did not fix the problem. The local dealer would not
believe me as it did not fault for them. I have read with great discouragement, the electrical
problems GC jeep owners are having with electrical problems. They range from the to some
year models. Never had a problem and after 10 years and , miles, this happens. They have tried
and ARE still trying to resolve the situation. I went out and got the following from another
expert. I hope it helps someone. My dealership is trying the steps and when or if it's resolved,
will update this posting. Good luck, jeep owners. Hope you write Chrysler about this fiasco, I
certainly did, although I don't think they really care. Jeep is mud with me as is Chrysler. Jerry,
You said something about getting the following from another excerpt but I did not see what "the
following" was. I am desperate to try anything without having to pay thousands for dealer hit
and miss attempts. My info might have been too long. I'll try this again, these are solutions from
an "expert" with Jeep. It allows the various modules computers on the vehicle to communicate
with each other and share information. This information sharing reduces wiring complexity. The
PCI Bus wire is either yellow with a violet tracer, or white with a violet tracer, depending on year
and model. The easiest place to access this wire is at the data link connector, which is the
connector that the scan tool plugs into for diagnosis. On LHD North American Jeeps, the data
link connector is located under the driver side of the dash, adjacent to the fuse block. It is easily
visible without removing any panels. The PCI Bus wire is in pin 2 of the data link connector.
Normally I remove the connector from it's bracket and pull it down for better access. This allows
me to backprobe the connector with my voltmeter. You do not want to damage the portion of the
terminals which make contact with the scan tool connector. The instrument cluster backlighting
is ON at all times when the key is on , even with the headlamps OFF. Power windows are
inoperative. The overhead console displays 'lines' instead of information. The gauges are not
reading correctly. These symptoms may come and go. Often PCI bus problems are intermittent.
The PCI Bus system operates on a 0 to 7. If you were to connect an oscilloscope to pin 2 of the
data link connector, on a system with no problems, the oscilloscope would display a nice
square wave. You will need a digital voltmeter to continue. Set the meter to 'DC Volts' Connect
the red lead of the meter to pin 2 of the data link connector Connect the black lead of the meter
to ground. Any bare metal surface under the dash will work. Turn the key to 'ON'. Or, start the

engine. Sometimes the PCI Bus problem is easier to duplicate with the engine running. Observe
the volt reading on the meter. A different test will be required, which is detailed later in this
article. If the volt reading is close to 12 volts, or battery voltage, the PCI Bus is shorted to
voltage, and diagnosis should be fairly easy. If the volt reading is varying between 0. Verify this
by inspecting the operation of the windows and other symptoms. Normally what I see on
problem vehicles is a reading of 4 to 6 volts. This indicates that a module one of the vehicle
computers is pulling the bus voltage too high, causing interference and a loss of
communication between modules, which leads to the symptoms you are experiencing. If the PCI
Bus voltage reading is consistently above 2. There is no quick way to do this. Each module on
the bus must be unplugged until the voltage returns to the 0. Module examples are: PCM engine
computer Continue to unplug modules until the bus voltage lowers to a normal level; 0. Keep in
mind that unplugging some modules will cause other symptoms Once you find a suspect
module, reconnect everything else and observe the bus voltage. Reconnect the suspect module
and try to duplicate the symptoms. Verify that the suspect module is actually the problem
several times before you spend money on a replacement part. Be sure to cycle the ignition key
every once in a while during testing. The trick here is to be able to consistently verify that the
bus problem is present, then verify that it is not present when the suspect module is unplugged.
Try to not let the system 'fool' you. If the bus voltage is around 12 volts, or is the same as
battery voltage, and ALL modules are unplugged, then the bus wiring is shorted to voltage. This
problem may not be easy to find. You will have to trace the bus wire extensively. The good news
is that this scenario is very unlikely. If the bus voltage is always near 0 volts, a different method
will work. Disconnect the vehicle battery under the hood. Connect your meter the same way, but
switch to the 'ohms' setting, to check the resistance of the bus. A bus that is shorted to ground
will have a very low resistance, possibly below 10 ohms. In a situation where the bus is shorted
to ground, a module could be at fault, but more likely the bus wire has rubbed through
somewhere and is touching bare metal. Keep in mind that the whole frame and body of the
vehicle is ground, so that makes this scenario more likely. If the ohm reading is 'OL' meaning
infinite resistance, then the bus wire is OPEN and must be traced out for continuity. Read the
following information, which is from Chrysler: Measuring PCI voltage is the first place to go if
no communication is possible with any modules. This tells what type of failure has occurred
and this dictates the next step. If communication is possible with only one module, an open in
the bus is likely. PCI bus vehicle are very easy to diagnose bus problems on. Since each
module has a termination resistor of a standard value a measurement of bus resistance with the
battery disconnected gives a very good idea of the condition of the bus. For example:
Termination resistance to ohms would be a normal bus. So far, no success with mine. They're
still working on it. Thanks very much for your info. I started out unplugging and replugging the
modules on your list from easiest to hardest ECM, radio, amplifier, inst. I am having an issue
with the keyless remote not working, but that's nothing over the anxiety of driving with that
electrical issue. The reason it is not working is because when you replace the module on the
passenger side you remove the receiver that is matched to your fob with it. I have an 03 GC. It
has had most of the same issues and more. The info you gave allowed me to find which
"modules" were faulty and I then replaced them. Not to my surprize, the issues came back a few
days later. To start this thred correctly, The symptoms I have endured are gauges going hay
wire, engine misfireing shaking , stalling at a light, or while driving, can hold gas and break at
light and it stays on , after coming to stop idleing fine it feels as thou it down shifts, there is a
kick that you feel, that jerks the car just a touch, yet very noticable then the rpms drop and
engine dies. We started hunting these issues 3 months ago and have been all over looking for
an answer. So far it is completly apart and we have found a few things that are definetly causing
some of these issues. First one addresses the modules burning out shorting out at the factory
they took the three power wires and two ground wires and put them in a sleve then wrapped
them with electrical tape. They did this wrong! Side note: I will have pictures posted as soon as i
figure out how to post them If you take of all that electrical tape and sleve, you will see that by
having the wires in the same loom tied together real tight like this, that the isualation on the
wires has gone bad due to the temp changes and this causes the wires including the alterantor
wires that are in that loom as well arc across to each other. This issues was found before the
tear down of the car, and once i replaced the wires and ran them in a more respectful manner, I
no longer had modules burning out. But still had the stalling issue. By the way, the battery wires
being crossed like they were, burnt up my alternator, starter, pcm,ingnition switch, and a couple
modules trans and ecm. Some other WJ ownwers and friends of mine have opened the loom on
their battery wires and had the same exact issue as well. And yes we did find that most of the
WJ's in the junk yard also had this exact same issue. As for the tera down. The WJ is completly
apart. Another thing we have found is that the wiring on the top rear section of the engine is

prone to rubbing on the head bolt and another section that is to be afixed to the top of the
transmission also prone to rubbing, has rubbed enough to thin out the wire and even thou there
does not appear to be any expossed wire, they still arc, or ground out. So those wires have
been completly replaced and protected properly. Another issue we found was a celinod in the
trans that was defective due to this proply causeing the down shift issue will know soon as we
are soon to be putting the car back together. In the dash we found a few again tightly wrapped
wires that we addressed in the same manner. We opened the computer PCM and found that
there may be some issues in there as well. It appers that there is a few bad soilder connections,
as they look to have cracks in them. So the computer is in Florida being "refurbished". Some
more random things we found were, The neutral safty switch was loose on the side of the
transmiision housing, trans mount was also bad, the camshaft possition sensor was bad, crank
shaft position sensor checked out ok, the pcm has a service bulletin that was listed for it in
June of listing the need for reprogramming with new software. It requires "techCONNECT
Workstation" all in all I can't yet say that this is soulving the issues with the car, but will soon
have it back together to see the results of the extensive tear down and inspection. The WJ will
back together very soon and I will post any and all cures found. As much as I have read in these
forums and tryed to find, I have yet to come across any one simple solution. I will keep posting
and would love feedback on any of this. Always Persistant, Carsqwerty. This is an amazing
post. I have to hand it to you. Hands down one of the most helpful posts I have seen in a long
time. Now fortunately for me the "reboot pull power for a few minutes " method worked for me I
drug all of the equipment out and was ready to go While waiting I cleaned the battery terminals
and buffed up the headlight lenses with some crest toothpaste since
forummercedes
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they were getting really foggy. I said crest toothpaste Then I pop the positive cable on and
crank it down I decide just to check on the off chance the reboot fixed the issue and low and
behold when I hit the key it was 75 degrees outside I have never been so glad to put my tools
away and go in the house Discussion is locked. Sometimes the simplest answer. RE:
Sometimes the simplest answer. Just tired it and it worked. Sometimes the simplest answer
doesn't work. Electrical issue. Battery first! Grand Cherokee, 4. Rough Idoling. Grand Cherokee
Jeep Electrical Problems. Grand Cherokee Electrical Problems. I have a Grand Cherokee can
you get that module rebuilt? Worked for me Grand Cherokee Issue. Follow up Picture request.
When will you post those pictures as the wiring is difficult to trace. All I can say is wow Back to
Auto Repair - Roadshow forum Prev 1 2 3 4 5 CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help.
Brand Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb.

